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participated altogether. In the chamber 
some workshops about milk, meat, food 
security, soil and water, and environment 
were held.

M. Ansari told: many experts from 
jihade – e – Keshavarzi Ministry, 
Environment, Bank Keshavarzi and 
other organizations were attended in the 
chamber during a week.

He said: many vistitors asked their questions about  agriculture, gardening, 
water crisis, genetics, mechanization and other subjects from the experts in the 
chamber.

The water is plundered by unallowed wells 
Eng.Ali-Morad Akbari, water and soil 

assistant of Jihad-e-Keshavarzi Ministry 
told: the 8th Exhibition of Infrastructures 
technologies in Agriculture will be held 
in 15-18 Dec 2015 in Karaj to show the 
abilities of private sector in irrigation 
systems, valves and joints, designing and 
engineering. Gradually, this exhibition 
has created the belief in decision-makers 
that we have the abilities to manufacture 
the irrigation equipments for farm and gardens. He added: to equip 400/000 hac., 
It is forecasted for current year, Jihad-e-Keshavarzi Ministry has a program to 
improve water usage.Accurding to the 6th development plan, the management of 
water must be transfer to private sector. He emphasized: We are serious to keep the 
ecosystems, environment and stable produce in all of the related programs. Our 
assessment is to use only about 60% of renewable water sources in agriculture 
sector, and efficiency coefficient must be 43 to 44%.

Eng.Akbari said: more than 300/000 unallowed water wells were dug only in 
10 years, so billion cubic meters of water used without any calculation.
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Change in water Governorship
The 8 th Exhibition of Agricultural Infrastructures and 

Technologies Will be held in the time that many subjects about 
water resource usage sq aquiferous protection, unallowed wells, 
stopping dams construction, to abondan water sources, and the 
most subject: “The necessity in changing water governorship” 
are the national problems.

In past ten years, Damparvaran and other agricultural magazines 
have analaized the water crisis matter. And many other problems 

like environmental difficulties, rural immigrations, water evaporation from dams 
basins and underground water sources problems have negotiated by many responsibles 
of the country. To close the unallowed wells is a correct decision that can show the 
power of government to keep the water resources.

Time to Compile Water Usage
This essay was published for 7th Infrastructurs 

Irrigation Systems last year. Now, because of its 
worthy subjects, Damparvaran`s editorial group 
decided to publish it again.

In this essay many of necessary theoretical 
points to compile water usage were discussed and 
fucosed on government`s observation on these 
subjects. Accurding to government`s decisions, 
550/000, hac in khozestan and Ilam Proviences 
were reconstracted and improved.

And to Provid the water for 437/000, has in Ilam and North – West of the country, 8 
billion dollars were guaranteed.

Additionally, reconstraction of Sistan-Baluchestan Plane was put in order. Many of 
Such plans are designed to use the water and reduce water crisis.

Agri culture Publications, Voice of farmers
Mansoor Ansari, Board of Director of Agriculture and Food Industry magazines 

said to Iana reporter in Publications Exhibition: all of 55 magazines were attended in a 
same chamber under the name of “Specialized Publications Socitey”

He added: In last years these magazines were separated, but this year, all of them 
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